Voxel based non-rigid registration of images involves finding a similarity maximising transformation that deforms a source image to the coordinate system of a target image. In order to do this, interpolation is required to estimate the source intensity values corresponding to transformed target voxels. These interpolated source intensities are used when calculating the similarity measure being optimised. In this work, we compare the extent and nature of artefactual displacements produced by voxel based non-rigid registration techniques for different interpolators and investigate their relationship to image noise and global transformation error. A per-voxel similarity gradient is calculated and the resulting vector field is used to characterise registration artefacts for each interpolator. Finally, we show that the resulting registration artefacts can generate spurious volume changes for image pairs with no expected volume change.
Introduction
A common step in medical image processing is the application of voxel based registration techniques to 3D image volumes. Non-rigid registration is increasingly used to produce displacement fields that, with the emergence of deformation based morphometry [1] [6] , have been used to provide data for further analysis. For example, the transformations estimated by registration can be used to generate Jacobian determinant maps in order to estimate volume changes [2] [6] [9] . Clearly, errors during non-rigid registration can lead to artefacts in the resulting transformations or in subsequent data. This implies a need to characterise the extent and nature of such artefactual displacement.
When registering images, interpolation of intensities at non-grid locations plays a part in the generation of artefacts and this has been the subject of a variety of previous studies [11] [21] [10] [7] [13] [23] [15] . It is possible, for example, to study interpolators in spectral terms in order to determine how close they are to the ideal low pass filter [11] . Generalised interpolation is described in [21] where interpolators are assessed using approximation theory and according to performance. A review of the literature on interpolator performance in various image processing tasks is given in [10] where the kernels and spectral properties are described. In the context of registration, interpolators have been been studied in a variety of ways. It is possible to assesses interpolators for artefacts by identifying local optima in the similarity metric under known misregistrations [23] . The effect of grid alignment under misregistration on joint histogram dispersion is investigated in [15] to demonstrate how optima in the similarity metric can be created (linear and partial volume interpolation). Mutual information in particular has been shown [12] to be less susceptible to false local optima using partial volume interpolation in comparison with linear and nearest neighbour interpolation during rigid registration.
Previous work on registration artefacts has, as far as we are aware, focused on rigid and affine transformations where local optima in the similarity metric are identified as a single affine parameter varies. Non-rigid registration, however, can generate small localised displacements suggesting an increased chance of artefact. An example could be a sharp contrast boundary, blurred by a linear interpolator, being sharpened by local (artefactual) contraction. In this paper we characterise interpolation artefacts in non-rigid registration. We show that the gradient of the similarity metric can be used to indicate the degree of artefacts. We have also assessed the effects of noise and global registration error in nonrigid registration. Finally, using repeat MR scans for 11 subjects, we demonstrate that non-rigid registration can generate spurious volume change where they are not expected.
Methods
Theoretically, registering an image pair created by sampling the same underlying continuous signal at different locations should produce no displacement. This can only occur if the constraints of the sampling theorem are met and the interpolator used has ideal spectral properties (uniformly one in pass-band and zero elsewhere). Thus, the departure of the registration from the ideal behaviour (zero displacement) can be used to measure the extent of interpolation artefacts. In most non-rigid registration algorithms the course of the registration is determined by the gradient of the similarity metric. Thus, the gradient of the similarity metric provides an alternative measure to characterise interpolation artefacts. In particular, this measure is independent of the particularities of any non-rigid registration algorithm such as the representation of the displacement field. In this paper the similarity metric investigated is the sum of squared differences (SSD).
Similarity Gradient. Many non-rigid registration algorithms rely on the minimization of a similarity measure like sums of squared differences using gradient descent techniques [4] [22] [14] . Let S and T be the images to be registered such that S is the interpolated source image and T is the target image. For a current transformation estimate f , from T to S, the SSD is calculated using a set of grid locations x i in image T and their transformed locations f (x i ) in image S.
where the S(f (x i )) and T (x i ) represent the intensities at the corresponding locations in S and T . Generally, S(f (x i )) represents an interpolated intensity. The chain rule can be used to derive the SSD gradient with respect to displacements of individual voxels
The estimate for the source image gradient ∇S| f (x k ) is obtained using central differences from the transformed source image S(f (x i )).
Interpolators.
In this paper we investigated four different interpolators: Linear, piece-wise continuous cubic (PCC) spline [8, 16] , cardinal spline (based on a cubic B-Spline kernel) [24] and a sinc-based interpolator that was apodised using a width 12 Hanning window and was renormalised [20] .
Results
We have used simulated and real data to assess non-rigid registration artefacts. In addition we have used data from a routine clinical study to assess non-rigid registration artefacts by estimation of global volume changes.
Simulated Data. For our simulations we used a 2D slice from the Montréal Neurological Institute (MNI) simulated MR image [5] to create a second image with sample locations offset by half a pixel in the x direction. This was done by applying a linear phase shift to the Fourier spectrum of the original image so that, as far as possible, both images have the same spectral content. Using the global transformation of a half voxel shift along the x axis and each of the interpolators, the SSD gradient field was calculated for the simulated image pair. The magnitudes of the field are shown in figure 1 as a cumulative frequency curves for each interpolator. If the cumulative frequencies for an interpolator reach high percentiles quickly, the SSD gradient magnitudes tend to be low indicating a low artefact potential. Figure 1 shows a clear order for the interpolators from best to worst as : sinc, cardinal, PCC then linear. For comparison, the images were registered using a non-rigid registration algorithm [17] . The magnitudes of the resulting displacements are shown as cumulative frequencies in the left of figure 1. The clear separation of the interpolators is preserved and their order matches that shown by the SSD gradient. However, the cumulative frequency curves for the displacements appear smoothed relative to those for the SSD gradient, something that can be explained by the intrinsic smoothness of displacement fields represented by B-splines [17] .
Separate experiments were conducted to determine the robustness of the relative ordering of the interpolators with respect to noise. The order of the interpolators remained stable until high SNR values are reached (≈ 12). Beyond this point the linear interpolator performs best, something that can be explained by the relatively high degree of blurring it performs. The effect of global misregistration was tested by varying the transformation estimate in equation (1) . The size of the SSD gradient field, represented by its 75th percentile, is plotted against the applied shift in figure 2 where, for example, it can be seen that at an applied shift of 0.6, an error in the global transformation of a tenth of a voxel, there is little to distinguish the sinc, PCC and cardinal interpolators. Real Data. To assess non-rigid registration artefacts in real data, two T1 weighted volumes were used that were acquired from a single subject on the same day. They were acquired on a 3T Intera system (Philips Medical Systems, Best, The Netherlands) using an MP-RAGE sequence with an acquired resolution of 0.937 × 1.15 × 1.2mm 3 reconstructed to 0.9375 × 0.9375 × 1.2mm 3 voxels. A single rigid registration was carried out using a linear interpolator to obtain an estimate for the global transformation prior to calculating the SSD gradient field.
Each of the grids for the real images, after global transformation, varies in its alignment relative to the other. This contrasts with the simulated images for which the relative grid alignment is uniform at all locations. Because the differences between interpolators are clearer where the image grids are misaligned, an 'interpolation map' was created showing the distance from each globally transformed target voxel to the nearest source voxel. High values in the interpolation map indicate regions where the interpolation plays a more significant role.
The statistics of the SSD gradient were calculated where the brain region intersected the interpolation map thresholded at 75%. Figure 3 shows part of the resulting cumulative frequencies. Again, this correlates very well with the displacements generated from a non-rigid registration of the volumes (figure 3, right). The order of performance of the interpolators is well preserved. In both cases, the sinc and cardinal interpolators are however hard to distinguish, although both of these perform better than the PCC interpolator which in turn out-performs the linear interpolator.
Clinical Data.
A common clinical application of non-rigid registration that could be affected by artefacts is the identification of volume differences between two sets of images. Recently, the use of transformations and their Jacobian determinants has been a useful tool in such volumetric approaches [2] [6] [9] . To test the effect of artefacts on volume change estimation a separate experiment was carried out using images from 11 subjects. All subjects were scanned twice on the same day using a 1.5T Signa Unit (GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee) with an IR-prepared spoiled GRASS sequence (TE, 6.4ms; TI, 650ms; TR 3000ms; Bandwidth 16KHz; 256x256x124 matrix; 240x240x186-mm FOV). Non-uniformity was corrected using N3 [19] . Fig. 3 . Left: Cumulative frequency curves for the SSD gradient magnitudes derived using 2 acquired volumetric images. Each curve corresponding to a particular choice of interpolator. Right: The same curves for the displacement fields generated by registering the MR volumes. The departure of each registration from an expected zero volume change can be used to assess artefacts. The pairs were registered using the free-form deformation algorithm [17] in each direction producing 'forward' and 'reverse' transformations for both the linear and cardinal interpolators. The global volume change in the brain region was estimated for each transformation by integrating its Jacobian determinant (Figure 4 left) . The mean volume changes were -0.22% and -0.11% for linear and cardinal interpolators respectively. A t-test showed this difference to be significant (t = 12.5, p = 0.01 gives critical value of t = 2.5/2.8 for 1/2 tailed tests). The volume changes were also highly correlated (r 2 = 0.97).
Given previous interest in registration consistency [18] [3] , an estimate of volume change consistency was also calculated as a separate artefact measure. If D F R represents the product of the forward and reverse volume changes then a measure of volume consistency C V (symmetric for expansions and contractions) was defined as C V = | log(D F R )|. C V should be zero for registrations that are truly volume consistent and higher values indicate increasing volume inconsistency. The values for all subjects are shown on the right of figure 4 which shows clearly better volume consistency for registrations using cardinal interpolation. Near identical results were obtained by evaluating the volume change directly from the composition of the forward and reverse transformations.
Discussion
In this paper we have shown how artefacts in non-rigid registration can be assessed using spectrally similar images the gradient of the similarity metric. Using SSD, the relative performance of different interpolators was assessed under 'ideal' conditions ('true' global transformation, zero noise) and under the effect of global misregistration and noise. This work has focused on interpolation artefacts in non-rigid registration while previous studies have concentrated on rigid and/or affine registration. The relative performance of the interpolators as indicated by the SSD gradient compares favourably with that indicated by the results of registration. The metric investigated here was SSD although we recognise that other metrics can be more appropriate depending on the circumstances. If intensity based measures (e.g. canonical cross correlation) are used, for example with single modality images of the same subject acquired months apart, then the method presented can be readily extended. Information theoretic measures (e.g. Mutual Information) are often used for inter-modality registrations, in this case the definition of the similarity gradient (for example whether it has an analytic or numeric representation) will depend on how the measure is implemented. Registrations using an optimisation method other than first order gradient descent would require a modified version of an artefact estimator. For example, the Hessian should be a better estimator if second order descent is used.
In general, the results suggest that, for images with a reasonable noise level and a sufficiently accurate global registration step, there appears to be benefit in using more sophisticated interpolators (e.g. cardinal) over simpler ones (e.g. linear). The noise level also needs to be quite high before before interpolators become comparable in terms of artefact whereas a reasonably small global registration error can nullify the benefit of using a sophisticated interpolator. The results based on clinical data showed a significant difference between the volume changes generated by linear and cardinal interpolators. The high correlation of their volume changes indicates the degree to which image content determines artefactual effects. If the inter or intra-subject volume differences in a study are sufficiently small then the results can be affected by the choice of interpolator with the ability to discriminate groups better served by the use of a more sophisticated interpolator. Our results suggest that the use of the cardinal over the linear interpolator could mean a potentially shorter interval between scans in a longitudinal study or the use of fewer subjects in a cross-sectional study. Our results also show that registrations are more volume consistent using a cardinal interpolator compared to a linear interpolator.
